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Although the law of armed conflict adds an element of humanity to warfare while high-tech weapons with precision munitions add the perception of control, war is still armed conflict that causes both intended and unintended death and destruction. Therefore, we ought to be cautious when we think about using military force. This is particularly true when we consider undertaking missions or wars for humanitarian reasons.

This article examines the norms that govern when to initiate humanitarian intervention with military force. It also discusses accompanying considerations. In doing so it reviews applicable international law as an aspect of contemporary international relations. A comprehensive review of international relations and legitimate uses of military power could—and does—occupy entire books. This discussion, however, limits itself to reviewing international moral and legal norms and how they affect decision-making about using force to intervene. Readers will note that these norms are the subject of scholarly and political debate. As such, their practical implications are constantly undergoing refinement.

Armed humanitarian intervention is the use of military force by a nation or nations to stop or prevent widespread, systematic human-rights abuses within the sovereign territory of another nation. An example is the action NATO took to stop ethnic cleansing in Kosovo. In this context, military force refers to operations involving direct attacks against persons and places. It does not refer to other military operations, such as providing humanitarian aid, peacekeeping, or stability and support operations that might result in the need to use force after units peacefully arrive with the consent of the host nation or parties to a conflict.

Military professionals should appreciate how civilian leaders determine when military force should be used. The meaning and effect of international law sometimes points only vaguely to the correctness of possible alternatives. As author Michael Desch remarks in Bush and the Generals, “The line between [civilian political and military operational] realms is not always perfectly clear, and sometimes military considerations affect political decisions, and vice versa.” As military considerations likely play into decisions about armed humanitarian intervention, military officers should at least have an understanding of the issues. Commanders and staffs, particularly at strategic and operational levels, should be able to clearly identify, understand, and account for the practical, legal, and moral considerations that affect the decision to use force for humanitarian purposes, especially as they apply to the particular environment.
First, we consider circumstances under which armed humanitarian intervention might be morally justified. We then discuss the legality of such action. Subsequently, we look at the United Nations Charter and discuss its key provisions, its domestic and international status as law, and the recent emergence of a concept called the “responsibility to protect.” We canvass practical considerations bearing on the decision to conduct an armed humanitarian intervention, and in doing so, we discuss the ways in which norms and political and practical considerations affect the ends, ways, and means of humanitarian intervention. Finally, we draw conclusions about the importance of necessity and proportionality, two traditional legal constraints on the use of force, that military professionals should find important and useful.

The Justice of Armed Humanitarian Intervention

Whether armed humanitarian intervention is morally justified, and if so, under what conditions, is among the most difficult questions to answer in international law and relations. All nations have rights of sovereign power, which has traditionally meant that they exercise exclusive political control within their borders. Intervention, especially by force against the political sovereignty or territorial integrity of another nation, has traditionally been considered aggression in international relations. Any such intervention has, by definition, moral, political, and legal ramifications.

As aforementioned, armed humanitarian intervention is the morally justified use of military force to stop or prevent widespread, systematic human rights abuses. What fits within this definition is open to broad interpretation when balanced against the ramifications of violating borders and sovereignty.

Just-war theorist Michael Walzer argues that armed humanitarian intervention is morally justified, perhaps even required, in response to “massacre, rape, ethnic cleansing, state terrorism, [and] contemporary versions of bastard feudalism, complete with ruthless warlords and lawless bands of armed men.” While recognizing that intervention is contrary to the concepts of anti-imperialism and self-determination and the presumption against intervention in another nation’s internal affairs, he thinks it is “morally necessary whenever cruelty and suffering are extreme and no local forces seem capable of putting an end to them.”

Walzer adds that armed intervention cannot be morally justified to promote “democracy . . . or economic justice or . . . other social practices and arrangements” that exist in other countries. In his view, it must be limited to ending conduct that “shocks the conscience of humankind.”

Political scientists Jerome Slater and Terry Nardin argue that “intervention is justified, at least in principle, in many cases where governments are responsible for substantial and systematic violations of human rights, even when such violations fall short of genocidal proportions.” Slater and Nardin believe the seriousness of the human rights violation determines the degree of protection against intervention to which governments are entitled, arguing that “the grosser the violation [of human rights], the weaker the claim to such protection [from intervention].” This approach recognizes that intervention can occur through armed force or other coercive but peaceful instruments of political power. However, it does not help us determine when it is morally appropriate to end peaceful political coercion and begin military intervention.

International law expert Thomas M. Frank takes a legalistic approach to defining armed humanitarian intervention. He states that such intervention may be morally justified “if the wrong perpetrated within a state against a part of its own population is of a kind specifically prohibited by an international agreement (e.g., the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide; treaties regarding racial discrimination, torture, the rights of women and children; the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights [ICCPR]; and agreements on humanitarian law applicable in civil conflict).”

With its reference to international legal instruments and the generally accepted concepts of morality and fundamental human rights they reflect, this position suggests legalistic justification for intervention in a wide variety of circumstances. The problem with this legalistic approach is that in international agreements, such as the ICCPR and those relating to the rights of women and children, some principles are so general that their meaning is ambiguous. For example, the absolute prohibition on subjecting any person to torture or
cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment is a principle embodied in the ICCPR, which parties to the covenant cannot violate under any circumstances, according to the terms of that document (Article 7). However, the debate about what constitutes torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment in the current War on Terrorism demonstrates how difficult it is to rely on such vague terms to justify armed intervention. A nation seeking to intervene in another’s internal affairs for self-interested rather than benevolent reasons can interpret such terms in a self-serving way. Furthermore, it is difficult to justify the use of military force as a remedy for all forms of racial, gender, or ethnic discrimination.

One can morally justify intervention by peaceful means in a wide variety of circumstances, but the moral justification for armed intervention is much more limited. It must take into account both the intentional death and destruction and the potential for unintended damage that the use of armed force will cause. In short, the moral justification for armed intervention is strongest when it is undertaken to prevent widespread, systematic murder or serious injury; that is, when the purpose of the use of force is to defend others from the force used against them. The concept of defending others from serious harm is a moral standard that Western legal tradition and U.S. rules of engagement (ROE) already incorporate.9

Proper moral grounds for armed humanitarian intervention exist when its use is necessary to stop wide-scale instances of the aforementioned forms of violence, whether or not the violent conduct constitutes genocide, ethnic cleansing, a war crime, or some other specific crime under international law. Rules of engagement for U.S. conventional forces have frequently authorized the use of force to defend noncombatants from serious crimes such as murder, physical assault, torture, or rape.10 In these instances, the ROE authorize Soldiers to use force, up to and including deadly force, to protect the victims. Use of military force is morally justified when there is widespread, systematic violence against innocent victims, regardless of what international humanitarian law or human rights advocates call that violence.

Many crimes constituting genocide under the statute for the International Criminal Court are merely special instances of common crimes, such as murder and aggravated assault. Other crimes are not necessarily violent, such as “forcibly transferring children of [one] . . . group to another group.” (See The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, Article 6.) The moral justification depends on unjustified violence, not the purpose, goal, or intent with which it (the violence) is carried out.

The authority to use deadly force does not mean that its use should be the first or only option to consider. In some cases, measures short of force might be sufficient to prevent or stop crimes against noncombatants. For example, diplomacy and the threat of armed intervention may end the violence without the need for armed force. Armed intervention is necessary and morally justified only when other forms of intervention are unavailable or exhausted.

It is conceivable that the violence justifying intervention can be so extensive, and the situation under
which it is carried out so chaotic, that diplomacy would be ineffective or untimely. Rwanda’s murderous 1994 civil war might be an example of such violence. In most cases, however, the perpetrators of the violence are part of, or acting on behalf of local governments. In these cases, nations should attempt diplomacy and other peaceful means to change the government’s behavior.

Even when armed intervention is morally justified, it may not necessarily be consistent with international law. Although the law often reflects accepted moral standards, it does not always do so perfectly. It is to that topic we now turn.

The Use of Force under the UN Charter

The UN Charter governs the legal use of force between or among nations. Its primary purpose is to maintain international peace and security. It functions in several ways, but four provisions are especially relevant to the topic of armed humanitarian intervention. First, the charter prohibits nations from using or threatening to use force in their international relations with each other. Second, it demands respect for the political sovereignty of every nation. Third, the charter emphasizes that all nations are equal; that the sovereignty of each is entitled to the same respect. Fourth, the charter created the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and vested it with the sole authority to identify and contend with “threats to the peace.” The UNSC’s authority includes a monopoly on the use or threat of use of coercive force. (The term “coercive force” means any use of force not undertaken in individual or collective self-defense as authorized by Article 51 of the charter.) The purpose of the use or threat of the use of coercive force is to change the conduct of the nation against which the force is threatened or used. A simple example is the use of force to expel Iraq from Kuwait in 1991 after Iraq invaded Kuwait and refused to leave on its own.

Because the UN Charter is an international agreement, it has the status of international law. The U.S. has ratified the charter without reservation. Under international law, the U.S. must follow all provisions of the charter in good faith. The international legal term for this obligation is *pacta sunt servanda* [Latin for “pacts must be respected”], which the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties defines as “the responsibility of all parties to an international agreement to follow its terms in good faith.” Although the U.S. has not ratified this convention, it has recognized it as accurately reflecting international law.

As a properly ratified treaty, the UN Charter has the status of “supreme law of the land” under the U.S. Constitution. However, as is often the case in law, that statement does not present a complete picture of its actual domestic legal status. Beyond the Senate’s advice and consent and some matters related to participation in the UN, Congress has not acted to domestically implement the essential legal requirements of the charter, including those regulating the use of force. This failure to act means that the charter’s provisions have not been made a part of U.S. domestic law that must be followed under threat of criminal sanction. Regardless, U.S. military and civilian officers swear to support and defend the Constitution, and that includes the injunction to respect treaties.

Doctrines U.S. courts developed over the years view the UN Charter as creating rights and duties between nations, not between or among their citizens. Therefore, with one possible exception, our elected political leaders are solely responsible for determining the meaning of the charter and other relevant international laws and the extent to which our nation will adhere to them.

Rights to self-defense and prohibitions under the UN Charter. Under Article 51 of the UN Charter, a nation may only use force as part of its “inherent right of individual or collective self-defense.” Article 2, paragraph 4 of the charter prohibits nations from using or threatening to use force against the “territorial integrity or political sovereignty” of other nations. Because of these limitations, nations often assert self-defense as a legal pretext for using force even when such a justification does not clearly apply to the circumstances of the violence. Such occurrences include circumstances that might qualify as grounds for an armed humanitarian intervention.

Article 51 allows nations to use force in individual or collective self-defense “if an armed attack occurs.” Interpreted literally, this right only applies to the right to respond to force with force. Historically, defensive force under international law included more than this very circumscribed right. It
also included “anticipatory self-defense,” a concept whose validity under the charter is the subject of some debate. Anticipatory self-defense has traditionally allowed a nation to use force against an attack when the threat was sufficiently imminent to justify interdicting it. This species of self-defense is arguably either an exception to Article 51 of the charter or included in the “inherent right” of self-defense that the charter preserves. However, some view anticipatory self-defense as contrary to the language of the charter.

Recently there has been discussion of the concept of preemptive self-defense. Some scholars use the term interchangeably with anticipatory self-defense. However, preemptive self-defense is best understood as the use of force to attack a gathering—but not yet imminent—threat. Arguments often advanced in support of preemptive self-defense state that the gravity or nature of the threat is such that a nation cannot wait for it to develop further before defending itself, because the failure to act immediately would forfeit the practical ability to defend effectively against it. The problem with this concept is that determining when a preemptive attack is appropriate or necessary is entirely subjective and open to abuse. Further, if interdicting imminent threats is potentially problematic under the charter, engaging gathering threats is even more so.

A nation’s right of self-defense in these circumstances is, under the charter, a legally complicated matter. Perhaps the best way for U.S. military officers to understand the self-defense concepts debated under the charter is to relate them to the concepts of hostile act and hostile intent that underlie Roe.

Under U.S. ROE, when a hostile act is clearly initiated, Soldiers may use force immediately in self-defense. Likewise, when hostile intent is clear even before a hostile act is initiated, the rules of engagement authorize the use of force. In each case, though, the ROE counsel using the minimum force necessary to counter the threat. They permit escalating the use of force if doing so is appropriate under the circumstances. Factors to use to determine what force is appropriate include the nature and imminence of the threat. If the threat is less imminent, the indications of hostile intent and the nature of the threat become more important in determining what force is appropriate.

Determining whether a threat exists and deciding the appropriate response to it are difficult for individuals in battlefield environments. These decisions are even harder for nations in the ambiguous world of international affairs. Nations must examine overt and covert diplomatic and military activities objectively to determine if force or some measure short of it is necessary or justified. For example, should the U.S. or Israel take its cues as to Iran’s intent from the statements of its president or from the actions of its supreme leader? Should Iran view two U.S. carrier groups entering the Persian Gulf as an imminent attack against its nuclear enrichment facilities or as a defensive force meant to protect friendly forces in the area? Perceptions will likely vary during these and other uncertain circumstances.

The debate is ongoing, and to date, there has not been international acceptance of the propriety of using force under the charter against either gathering or imminent threats. Preemptive self-defense is a potentially dangerous tool, and its status is even more doubtful under the charter than anticipatory self-defense.

A nation can claim self-defense to justify armed humanitarian intervention only if the attacking nation has directed violence against another nation or nations. The internal violence of one nation threatening to spread itself to another does not constitute an armed attack justifying self-defense. Refugee flows or other conditions that might threaten the internal stability of a neighboring country are also not armed attacks. Under the charter, nations must deal with such threats to peace through the UNSC.

The security council’s authority to use force. The UN Charter vests the UNSC with the sole authority to identify a “threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression.” Once the UNSC does so, it has virtually unlimited authority to select peaceful means for dealing with it. After peaceful means have failed or the UNSC has decided they are
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inappropriate, the charter allows the UNSC to consider using military force. It provides the council the authority to use force (or as happens most often, to authorize its member nations to use force) “to maintain or restore international peace and security.”

This authorization raises key questions. Can the UNSC use force to stop serious human rights abuses occurring solely within the sovereign territory of a nation? And if yes, to what extent? To answer we must consider two more principles contained in the charter: the principle against intervention in a nation’s internal affairs, and the principle of sovereign equality.

The charter contains important provisions that restrict international authority to intervene in the internal affairs of sovereign nations. In addition to prohibiting the use of force “against the territorial integrity or political independence” of another nation, Article 2, paragraph 7 states that “nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present Charter, but this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII [of the Charter] (emphasis added).”

The plain meaning of this provision is that the UN should leave nations alone to resolve purely internal problems. However, the exception here is important. The UNSC may use or authorize force to counter threats to international peace and security. This authority is contained in the above-referenced Chapter VII of the charter. Further, given the principle of sovereign equality of nations, it is solely a matter for the UNSC to decide under the charter. Powerful or “more advanced” nations or coalitions have no greater rights than their smaller or weaker neighbors to resolve problems forcibly within the latter’s borders.

What constitutes a threat to international peace and security in this context? Mass human rights violations and violence create internal displacements and refugee flows across borders. Refugee flows or internal displacements can be humanitarian crises. Whether they create true threats to international peace and security is a much more difficult question. When substantial cross-border violence breaks out, the case is almost certainly made. Beyond that situation, whether a threat to international peace and security warrants intervention, especially armed intervention, will depend heavily on the circumstances and the perceptions of the UNSC members.

It might be true, as Michael J. Glennon argues, that the UNSC violates the charter and undermines its own policy when it authorizes force in circumstances of purely intrastate violence. Given its broad authority over threats to international peace and security, the propriety of UNSC action in a given case will always be debatable. However, recent developments may affect the terms of the debate.

The Responsibility to Protect

In a December 2001 report entitled The Responsibility to Protect, the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) formally articulated a concept now referred to as the “responsibility to protect” (R2P). The report responded to repeated pleas by then Secretary-General Kofi Annan to create unity around the fundamental principles of humanitarian intervention. Kofi Annan posed the following question: “If humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica—to gross and systematic violations of human rights that affect every precept of our common humanity?”

Subsequently, in December 2004, the UN’s High-Level Panel’s Report on Threats, Challenges, and Change stated that “there is a growing acceptance that while sovereign Governments have the primary responsibility to protect their own citizens from such catastrophes, when they are unable or unwilling to do so that responsibility should be taken up by the wider international community—with its spanning a continuum involving prevention, response to violence, if necessary, and rebuilding.”
The General Assembly incorporated R2P in Resolution 60/1, 2005 World Summit Outcome Document. This resolution articulates the responsibility of individual states to protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity. The document also recognizes a corresponding responsibility of the international community:

The international community, through the United Nations, also has the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other peaceful means in accordance with Chapters VI and VIII of the Charter, to help to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. In this context, we are prepared to take collective action, in a timely and decisive manner, through the Security Council…on a case-by-case basis in accordance with the Charter and in cooperation with relevant regional organizations as appropriate, should peaceful means be inadequate.

Referring to R2P in Resolution 1674, which it adopted on 28 April 2006 and which addresses the protection of civilians in armed conflict, the UNSC reaffirmed the Outcome Document’s provisions “regarding the responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.” However, the UNSC did not explicitly endorse a broad authority to intervene in the event of a recognized humanitarian crisis.

Nonetheless, R2P purports to recognize the authority and obligation of the international community to intervene if just humanitarian cause exists. It states that “the core tenant of the [responsibility to protect] is that sovereignty entails responsibility. Each state has a responsibility to protect its citizens; if a state is unable or unwilling to carry out that function, the state abrogates its sovereignty, at which point both the right and the responsibility to remedy the situation falls on the international community.”

Neither the General Assembly nor the UNSC resolutions have created new international law or amended the UN Charter, but R2P is a significant step in that direction. Still, there are no easy answers. The resolutions only convey the current sense as to what proper practice should be in the future. It remains for us to consider how these competing principles bear on the legality of armed humanitarian intervention.

**The Legality of Using Force for Humanitarian Intervention**

Some prominent scholars sensibly take the position that the UN Charter allows for legally justified armed humanitarian intervention only when the UNSC authorizes it. As previously mentioned, at least one scholar believes the UNSC has no power to intervene in the purely internal affairs of a sovereign state no matter how dire the circumstances. Others recognize an emerging state practice—ripening into a new customary legal rule—that individual states or regional organizations may unilaterally intervene if necessary to prevent genocide. It is possible for new rules of law created by the practice of nations to displace treaty obligations. However, this displacement is rare, and it is often difficult to determine whether a practice inconsistent with a treaty obligation is a violation of the treaty or a new, emerging rule of practice. (We have to defer to our national leaders to make these determinations.) The ICISS report actually supports this view, which the General Assembly’s R2P resolution rejected by reaffirming action through Chapter VII of the charter and the UNSC. The ICISS report suggests that if the UNSC fails to respond to an obvious crisis, the General Assembly should take up the issue in emergency session. It also supports the idea that a regional or sub-regional organization may take action to avert the crisis, so long as it seeks subsequent authorization from the UNSC.

As a practical matter, the UNSC may authorize armed humanitarian intervention when it finds a threat to international peace and security. This option has been its somewhat inconsistent practice in the recent past. The General Assembly’s adoption of R2P reinforces this idea, but we do not know whether the world community will fully accept the R2P principle and the legal obligations it imposes. In addition, the permanent, veto-wielding members of the UNSC must also accept and implement R2P and, given the occasional strong objections of Russia and China to intervention in the past, this acceptance is by no means certain. The UNSC resolution, however, appears to welcome R2P.

**Other Factors Affecting Humanitarian Intervention**

Among considerations affecting the decision to intervene, one of the most important might be its chance of success. An armed intervention’s
perceived and actual legitimacy depends on this chance. A successful intervention must not only stop the immediate suffering, but also prevent it from resuming once forces withdraw. If the intervention is not successful, the force the nation uses to intervene will appear to be, and perhaps in reality will have been, unwarranted. That is, it will have resulted in additional violence that increased rather than prevented the suffering it sought to remedy.

Even if the intervention is initially successful, violence may resume after troops leave unless the conditions that led to it are corrected. Even now, eight years after NATO’s armed intervention, the world is seeking a permanent resolution to the Kosovo crisis. While the U.S. supports independence or at least largely autonomous self-governance for Kosovo, such a resolution goes against the desires of both Serbia and Russia, with Russia holding a critical veto power in the UNSC. For the entire period of this debate, NATO has had troops on the ground to monitor the situation and maintain the peace. Given the potentially long commitments involved and the danger inherent in armed humanitarian intervention, the political will of the countries providing the intervening forces is an important consideration. To achieve the desired result, countries must remain committed to the armed intervention and any post-conflict operations that events might require, including peacekeeping and other stability and support operations.

A nation’s political will depends on many factors. Perhaps the most important of these is the public’s perception of whether or not the intervention is in the national interest. A nation’s leaders justify placing and keeping its military in harm’s way because it is in the national interest to do so. On the other hand, the international community and the population of the nation in which the intervention occurs will view such a pursuit of strategic interests with suspicion—even if the pursuit of these interests relates to the humanitarian crisis itself.

While it might be desirable to have a purely humanitarian motive for an armed intervention, there is a genuine question as to whether that is realistic. There was little national interest for U.S. participation with NATO in the Kosovo intervention, whose purpose was primarily to assuage moral outrage and maintain the legitimacy of NATO. This lack of national interest resulted in severe U.S. operational limitations when the armed intervention began.

In comments on humanitarian intervention, one of the ICISS members recognizes the need for staying power: “For an intervention to be sustained, at least one state with the requisite military capacity must also have a stake in stabilizing the situation, as with Australia in East Timor.” What kind of “stake” in stabilizing the situation is proper? Obviously, it must be one that will maintain the public’s willingness to expend money from the national coffers and put its military forces at risk.

If the stake in the situation is indefinite, such as “regional stability” outside of one’s neighborhood in the international community, there is a risk of not having identified the interest in terms that a citizenry will understand or accept. But at the same time, identifying some tangible stake such as an economic interest may undermine international and local perceptions of the intervention’s stated humanitarian motive by causing the operation to lose its appearance of legitimacy.

Proportionate Ends, Ways, and Means

What are the appropriate ends, ways and means of a humanitarian intervention? Narrow moral and legal justifications for armed humanitarian intervention require that the ends, ways, and means of both military and post-conflict operations clearly relate to the justifications for it. Much of the commentary on both humanitarian intervention and R2P supports this view. While “regime change” might be inevitable in some or even most circumstances, we should not always presume it to be so. The factors that will most influence the selection of ends are the history of the conflict and any peaceful attempts to resolve the crisis before the armed intervention.

As always, the choice of legitimate ends will guide the selection of legitimate ways and means. Moral and legal justifications influence such selections. In the Kosovo intervention, significant disagreements developed over the overall concept of the air campaign. Conducting effective military operations, ostensibly against only legitimate targets, produced
collateral damage that undermined international and domestic perceptions of legitimacy and hence support. These challenges were not rooted in political timidity about engaging legitimate targets, but resulted from the inherent paradox of using armed force for humanitarian purposes.

Two Conclusions: Necessity and Proportionality

What emerges from this examination is that armed humanitarian intervention is particularly bound by the constraints of “necessity” and “proportionality.” Consideration of both should underlie all strategic and operational planning and decision-making related to armed humanitarian intervention.

“Necessity” requires the armed intervention be necessary to stop or prevent widespread, systematic murder or serious injury, including torture, rape, and other serious assaults. This necessity arises when one has exhausted all peaceful means of resolving the situation. Internal conflict and other social or political conditions, in and of themselves, do not create the legal or moral authority for armed humanitarian intervention.

“Proportionality” requires that the ends of the intervention be only those necessary for achieving the humanitarian purpose. Using armed humanitarian intervention to achieve specific national strategic objectives beyond the prevention of violent atrocities risks the operation’s real and apparent legitimacy at the international and local levels.

At both the strategic and operational level, the bottom line to armed humanitarian intervention is that the cure cannot be worse than the illness. If, in the course of protecting innocent victims, humanitarian intervention unnecessarily creates more victims, the legal and moral justifications for the intervention are undermined. Such is the challenge of legitimacy in armed humanitarian intervention.
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